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Executive Summary
Value of the Tocumwal Foreshore Masterplan
The Foreshore Masterplan considers Tocumwal’s Foreshore as an entire
precinct - from the Newell Highway / Deniliquin Road intersection to
Murray Street in the north and south to incorporate the Boat Ramp
Carpark.
It is based on a vision which is specifically tailored to Tocumwal. One
which showcases the town’s existing assets, and links them through a
series of modest public space projects, to integrate the town centre and
the Foreshore with all abilities access throughout.
Tocumwal is not within a “designated growth corridor” or “economic
development zone” and the Masterplan illustrates how a regional
Australian town can draw on its own unique stories, places and people
to create a future vision for a thriving town. The individual projects in
the Masterplan use carefully resolved site design to achieve significant,
positive environmental, social and economic impact within modest and
achievable budgets.
The Masterplan aligns with the principles of the Berrigan Shire 2023
Community Strategic Plan which is described as “the first step toward a
whole of community response to jobs creation and alternate enterprise
to support:
• The attraction and retention of young people and families
• The provision of social and health services
• The maintenance and upgrade of existing facilities and
infrastructure
• Sustainable use and development of our natural resources”

(Berrigan Shire 2023 Community Strategic Plan, Creating our preferred future,
prepared by Berrigan Shire Council, January 2013 p.7)

The Masterplan provides an holistic, achievable and positive vision for
the future, while acknowledging the context of current local resourcing

constraints. The investment in Tocumwal is carefully targeted to ensure
it benefits the entire region generally, and the communities of Berrigan
Shire, specifically.

Stage 4 - Streetscape Works
• Deniliquin Road and ANZAC Avenue Works including tree
planting, parking improvements, kerb realignment to provide
more space in the Foreshore Reserve and a Memorial Walk

The Masterplan is a direct outcome of the Tocumwal Landscape
Concept Report and the Tocumwal & Finley - Overall Report (both
prepared June 2015, by Liesl Malan Landscape Architects).

Stage 5 - Amphitheatre

Components of the Masterplan

Stage 6 - Visitor Information Centre and Town Square

The overall vision of the Masterplan is achieved through the following
integrated and staged projects:
Stage 1 - Initial design stage
• Including design and documentation of the levee, site levels, path
system, road and parking design, tree planting and associated
works.
• Prepare an audit of Berrigan Shire Council documents to
identify and update existing Reports, Strategies and Plans which
need to be amended / extended to ensure integration with the
Masterplan
• Prepare an outline for interpretation in Tocumwal
• Development of a business case recommended for the
Visitor Information Centre (VIC) redevelopment and the
Amphitheatre
Stage 2 - Splash Park and Play Space
• Splash Park and Play Space with toilets and BBQ shelter,
including associated levee works
Stage 3 - River Walk
• A Riverside walk including viewing platforms and Murray River
Bank works

• Amphitheatre on the Murray River
• Redevelopment of the existing VIC building to include a second
storey, Aerodrome Museum and complementary business (eg
cafe), including associated levee works
• A Town Square in front of the VIC with interpretation / display
opportunities and a shady seating area
Stage 7 - Levee Works
• Remainder of the levee works and spine path on top of new
levee
How to use this report
The Masterplan has been divided into a series of individual projects.
This Report has been written based on the current Staging Plan. As
priorities may change in response to funding / resourcing opportunities,
each project section in the Report can be separated. The sections can be
used to;
• form the basis of a brief
• support funding applications
• facilitate discussions with relevant authorities
• co-ordinate projects internally
• support press releases
• engage and empower community members who wish to contribute
to achieving the overall vision for Tocumwal
Refer to Plans and Staging Table for further information on scope of
works, priorities and staged implementation.
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Masterplan Rationale

What makes Tocumwal special?

A vision for a thriving town

The underpinning rationale of the Tocumwal Foreshore Masterplan
links strongly to the concept of ‘geotourism’ which invests in local
culture, infrastructure and events in a way that will attract visitors and
create an experience you can’t have anywhere else. It is the combined
experience of the specific landscape of that place and real connections
to the people who live there. It is an approach based on a clear sense of
place, it celebrates the local region and fosters social exchange between
visitors and local residents.

The Masterplan focuses on improving the liveability of Tocumwal and
the surrounding region. It aims to attract visitors with the long term
goal of attracting new residents, especially young families. It does this
by responding to the gaps which Australian country towns typically
struggle to overcome in maintaining population numbers and growing
social diversity. Specifically:
• The Museum & Amphitheatre will help to address a gap in the
cultural richness on offer.
• The Town Square coupled with the Museum enrich the civic life of
the town, make really efficient use of resources and set a tone that
makes it clear that this is a place where people are valued.
• The Splash Park and Play Space provides play opportunities for all
ages. The importance of young people is placed front and centre
and given prime location on the Foreshore.
• Universal access will be provided from CBD and along the entire
Foreshore Reserve. All paths provide Access for All Abilities.
• The VIC as an independent business has closed twice. Like
many small Australian country towns a new model is required.
The proposed model fosters synergies within one building community, destination product commercial - coupled with
a nationally significant story told in the Museum and Town
Square.
• The Levee Works address fundamental Engineering issues and
significantly enhance equitable access.
• The Amphitheatre not only provides a new asset for passive
recreation, community gatherings and commercial events, it also
addresses bank stabilisation and revegetation challenges.
• Overall the projects build on one of the core strengths of country
towns - social co-hesion and a sense of belonging by incorporating
high quality, small public spaces which foster moments of
interaction.

Geotourism is central to the Ports of the Murray River Implementation
Strategy which describes the approach as follows:
“The Murray is a region that can reach deeply into the rapidly
emerging market for geotourism - tourism that sustains or enhances
the geographical character of a place - it’s environment, culture,
aesthetics, heritage and the well-being of its residents. Development
in the region, and the creation of destinations that appeal to visitors,
seeks to be synergistic, to support integrity of place, to involve the
community, to inform the visitor and the host in discovering their
heritage and to be beneficial to residents economically.”
(Ports of the Murray River, Implementation Strategy, Loddon Mallee Regional
Strategic Plans, p. 2)

Appropriate and authentic
The Masterplan approach overall, and the projects individually, are
authentic and suited to the scale of the town. They are appropriately
sized, manageable, but special. Good site outcomes do not need to be
more expensive, just thoughtfully designed and implemented.
The Swedish word ‘lagom’ provides a helpful approach it is defined as
“enough, sufficient, adequate, just right”. Lagom is also widely translated
as “in moderation”, “in balance”, “perfect-simple”, and “suitable” (in matter
of amounts). Whereas words like sufficient and average suggest some
degree of abstinence, scarcity, or failure, lagom carries the connotation
of appropriateness, although not necessarily perfection. The archetypical
Swedish proverb “Lagom är bäst”, literally “The right amount is best”, is also
translated as “Enough is as good as a feast”. en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lagom

The community of Tocumwal were clear in their aspiration to create a
thriving future for their town. The Masterplan aims to support them in
achieving this by retaining the boldness of their vision and using well
resolved site design to create maximum impact within modest budget
expectations.
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Project Background

What triggered this Masterplan?
• Outcomes of previous reports and projects
• Active and valuable community commitment to enhancing their
town - needed an integrated, staged approach
• Many projects had already been proposed and were being
discussed for the Foreshore area including; (but not limited to)
the River Walk, a Splash Park, VIC Extension and Aerodrome
Museum, Deniliquin Road street tree planting, levee works and a
town square.
• Capital raised by the Foreshore Markets ,coupled with enthusiasm
from the Foreshore Committee, provided an opportunity to build
on their ideas and inspiration
• Some Red Gum trees had been removed from the River’s edge due
to risk assessment. These trees were on a key viewline and their
removal led to community concern
• Berrigan Shire Council Maintenance and Management Guidelines
need to be updated.
Masterplan purpose
• The Masterplan was commissioned to draw the individual
projects together in the Foreshore Precinct, ensure that they
were holistically integrated and located in the best place for their
purpose. The overall purpose is to support the town of Tocumwal
and the region more broadly.
• The Masterplan provides a plan for the development of the
Foreshore over the next 10 -15 years with priorities, order of
cost indications (suited to Masterplan Stage) and suggested
staging.
Holistic response
Prior to our engagement, there were many projects being discussed,
but without an integrated approach, the potential for conflict within
the community was high. A staged approach was needed with clear
priorities. By integrating these projects into a cohesive Masterplan,
funding opportunities have been increased and projects can be
undertaken individually, knowing that they are part of an integrated
whole.

Previous Reports, Plans and Strategies
The Tocumwal Foreshore Masterplan project considered and responded
to the following strategies and reports:
• Berrigan Shire Council Tocumwal & Finley - Overall Report,
prepared for Berrigan Shire by Liesl Malan Landscape Architects
June 2015
• Tocumwal Landscape Concept Report, prepared for Berrigan
Shire by Liesl Malan Landscape Architects June 2015
• Children, Young People & Families Strategy and Action Plan 2015
- 2019, prepared by Berrigan Shire Council
• Tourism Strategy 2014 - 2018, prepared by Berrigan Shire
Council
• Volunteer Strategy 2012 - 2016, Berrigan Shire Council
• Berrigan Shire Liveability and Healthy Ageing Strategy 2013 –
2017, prepared by Berrigan Shire Council
• Berrigan Shire 2023 Community Strategic Plan, Creating our
preferred future, prepared by Berrigan Shire Council, January
2013
• Ports of the Murray River Implementation Strategy prepared for
Loddon Mallee Regional Strategic Plans October 2013
• Berrigan Shire Council Tocumwal Pedestrian Access and Mobility
Plan, prepared by Des Gunn Landscape Design. Originally
adopted 2006 , in house review adopted 16th July, 2014
• Tocumwal Foreshore and Recreation Reserve Plan of
Management, prepared for Berrigan Shire Council by Dianne
McPherson Landscape Planning Consultant December 1999
• Visual Audit of Tocumwal Levee, prepared by NSW Government
Public Works a division of the Department of Finance, May
2013
• Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment, Proposed Upgrade of
Tocumwal Boat Ramp and Car Park, prepared for Berrigan Shire
by Oliver Brown Consultation Archaeology October 2011
Wherever possible the Masterplan projects directly support existing
Berrigan Shire Council plans and strategies. In some cases, outcomes
of the Masterplan reflect current community aspirations, or more
contemporary approaches, and the Masterplan outcomes supersede the
existing plans and strategies.

Site photos - existing conditions
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Staging Plan & Indicative Costs

The Staging Plan & Indicative Costs below are a summary of the projects outlined in the Masterplan. Please refer to the Appendix for action plan, itemised breakdown and order
of cost indication.

Approx. Cost
(all final costs to be
confirmed by BSC)

Staging

Projects

Stage 1

Initial Design Stage

sub total $
contingency @25% $
Stage 1 Total $

22,500.00
5,625.00
28,125.00

Stage 2

Splash Park and Play Space

sub total $
contingency @ 35% $
Stage 2 Total $

979,600.00
342,860.00
1,322,460.00

Stage 3

River Walk

sub total $
contingency @ 35% $
Stage 3 Total $

355,100.00
124,285.00
479,385.00

Stage 4

Streetscape Works - Deniliquin Road and ANZAC Avenue

sub total $
contingency @ 35% $
Stage 4 Total $

870,000.00
304,500.00
1,174,500.00

Stage 5

Amphitheatre

sub total $
contingency @ 35% $
Stage 5 Total $

137,000.00
47,950.00
184,950.00

Stage 6

Visitor Information Centre and Town Square

sub total $
contingency @ 35% $
Stage 6 Total $

728,000.00
254,800.00
982,800.00

Stage 7

Levee Works

sub total $
contingency @ 35% $
Stage 7 Total $

132,200.00
46,270.00
178,470.00

•

The above costings are based on masterplan level design and are subject to business case development, design development and documentation

•

Whilst every effort has been taken to ensure the accuracy of these figures, Liesl Malan Landscape Architects cannot accept liability arising from use thereof

•

Please refer to the documents in the Appendix for further detail and break down of staging
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Initial Design Stage

Design & planning
The components of this stage include;
• Design and documentation of the levee with concrete core
• Design and documentation of the path system including River
Walk
• Detailed design & documentation of Deniliquin Road and ANZAC
Avenue
• Extension of the Children, Young People & Families Strategy and
Action Plan
• Business case for the Visitor Information Centre and
Museum
• Business case for the Amphitheatre
• Prepare an outline for interpretation in Tocumwal

Detailed design & documentation
Why
Investing in well resolved detailed design and documentation is key to
ensuring the built outcome matches the original design intent of the
projects. Developing strong, well considered project briefs which clearly
articulate the final outcome required, balanced with enough flexibility to
encourage creative solutions from the designer, is key to achieving great
design outcomes.
Who
Professional guidance is needed with input from both Berrigan Shire
Council and local stakeholders.

These components broadly fall into the following categories;
Business cases
Why
Future projects need to be economically feasible and based on a sound
business model to ensure money isn’t wasted, community goodwill isn’t
eroded and precious resources are wisely used. A sound business case
is also an important element in securing funding. A clear, but flexible
business model is needed to inform good design outcomes.
Who
Professional guidance is needed with input from both Berrigan Shire
Council and local stakeholders.

Existing Berrigan Shire Council documents
Review and update existing Berrigan Shire Council Reports, Strategies
and Plans to ensure integration with the Masterplan as a whole and the
individual projects.
Why
Limited resources available, need to ensure individual projects support
the integrated approach of the Masterplan. Resolve discrepancies and
establish hierarchy of documents.
Support funding applications by presenting an integrated approach
which has broad community support and an holistic council strategic
base.
Who
Berrigan Shire Council

Interpretation Outline
Why
Tocuwmal has a remarkable history to tell. An Interpretation Strategy
is needed to frame the stories in an engaging, contemporary way and to
determine which stories are told where.
Who
Collaborative project between Berrigan Shire Council and professional
Landscape Architects with input from local historian.
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Splash Park and Play Space

Supporting strategies and reports
Children Young People and Families Strategy
and Action Plan
“Ideally.....A free water play park. Not slides and pools
as such but spouting water, sprinklers, play equipment
for relief on hot days. With other play spaces for winter
months.” Community member response to ‘if you

could plan or build a child and family project in your
community what would it be?’

(Questionnaire Children Young People and Families Strategy and
Action Plan (CYPFS) prepared by BSC 2015-2019, page 17)

Amongst survey respondents there was a clear
preference for... (including) the development of a water
or splash park in Tocumwal. (p.17)
No visible youth spaces or celebration of youth culture
identified was identified as a weakness. (p.12)
Volunteer Strategy Berrigan Shire Council 2012
- 2016 The role of volunteers (prepared by BSC)
Tocumwal has a fairly recently built public swimming
pool. The Tocumwal Beach also provides water play
opportunities. Both these are valued community
recreation spaces. The introduction of a water play
space is not intended to compete with these services,
but instead target the specific water play market.
Tocumwal Pool – provides swimming opportunities
which are excellent for general fitness and for
improving children’s water safety. A splash park space
will not be able to, and is not intended to, provide
this. The Tocumwal Pool was open 2 – 7 pm most
days of the 2015/16 summer school holidays and was
staffed by volunteers. A splash park would provide a
complementary service that won’t draw excessively on
the volunteer time and will provide a morning activity
for children in the local region during the summer when
the pool is not open yet.
Tocumwal Beach - Cultural shifts have meant young
children are no longer encouraged to swim in the river.
This is a result of both accidents and environmental
conditions.... A splash park caters to the needs of this
group .

Analysis and site choice
The analysis considered individual site Strengths / Weaknesses /
Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) for three locations. Location 1 was
one the river’s edge and was nominated by the Tocumwal Foreshore
Committee. Location 2 was Ingo Renner Park and was nominated by
BSC. Location 3 was on the town side of levee within the Foreshore
Reserve and was nominated as a play space in the previous report.(TLCR,
2015)

A thorough community engagement process was undertaken by BSC
to seek community input on the proposed location options. Feedback
indicated that community members were generally comfortable with
either Location 2 or Location 3.

Splash Park Specialist Input
Mike Pettigrew (Calibre) provided specialist input on requirements,
opportunities and constraints as follows;
Location 1
“The proposed location on the river bank has many risks associated
with it in my view, particularly to do with the closeness of the play
area to the river. It also seems disconnected from the town by being
down out of sight and this also leaves a walk back up to get to the
nearest shop. It also appears more susceptible to flooding.
This is the least attractive option and in my view should be discarded.”
Location 2
“The Ingo Renner Park option appears at first glance to have some
attraction however you should note these points:
•
•
•

The Tourism Strategy 2014 – 2018
(prepared by Berrigan Shire Council )

This Strategy identified lack of attractions for visitors
as a weakness and a threat to the local tourism market.
The splash park provides an attractor for new residents,
while also supporting the families that live in the Shire.

•
•

There is no spare space in the existing plant room to
accommodate the plant required to operate the water features
included in the proposal.
The distance between the existing plant room and the proposed
features would be too great in any event to utilise the existing
plant space.
The existing changer rooms/plant space faces the pool and
access to it from the proposed plant space would involve
leaving the fenced area of the new play area, walking down the
footpath, past the end of the pool building and then into the pool
area. I would think this is too far disconnected to be a realistic
option.
The residence between the pool facility and the proposed play
area would completely disconnect one from the other.
It does however, have high visibility but that site would need to
be developed as a stand-alone site disconnected from the pool
facility. As such; it then seems to be too far from the centre of
town.”

Location 3
“My preference of the options is the Foreshore site on the corner of
ANZAC and Deniliquin roads.
• It is closer to the centre of the shopping area.
• It is highly visible although not as visible to passing traffic on
the Newell as the Ingo Renner site. That can be remedied with
signage.
• It has the opportunity to be expanded and offers less initial
constraints spatially.
• This site would also need a complete stand-alone building for
change rooms and plant space.
• In relation to the features; I note that the Water Play Park style
of features are more inclined to age and require (more frequent)
replacement than the more natural features such as those
depicted on the Ian Potter Chandler’s Garden layout. The budget
would go further if directed towards this style of features mixedin with a selected mix of Water Play Park features.”

Splash Park Play Space Design Notes
• Different Splash Park models were explored with the community
including: prefabricated D&C model, nature based play, wet
and dry combination play, play for all ages, all abilities play
opportunities
• The outcome of the community engagement process favoured
a Splash Park design which focused on natural play elements
rather than prefabricated play equipment, provided all abilities
opportunities and play for all ages
• Lighting was explored and the community were in favour of
including evening activation and the high profile, welcoming site
location
• Natural play elements are likely to reduce ongoing maintenance
and replacement costs
• Specialist input by Mike Pettigrew was sought on the Splash Park
design and notes are included in the Appendix
Recommendations
• Undertake design development and construction
documentation
• Consider the proposed interface between BSC resources and
volunteer capacity holistically
• Develop a maintenance strategy
• Consider incorporating professional input from the Splash Park
designers into future design processes to ensure the original
design intent is retained in the final built form. This could be
input into a detailed brief and / or during the design phase
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Bank Stabilisation Works
Waterway Engineering Advice & Recommendations
(Chris Dwyer, Senior Waterways Engineer, Jacobs)
Risk Assessment
There are a number of risks associated with constructing works on a
waterway. Risks are considered below based on different factors which
need to be considered:
Cost
Costs at this stage are high level and conceptual. As the design process
progresses the cost associated with construction should be reviewed at
each phase to ensure it meets Councils budgetary needs.
Design Stability
Designing works on a river bank are at risk from ground stability and
flooding. Given most works will be constructed using insitu material,
it needs to be recognised river banks can be highly variable in their
soil structure, and as such, geotechnical analysis should be undertaken
to ensure a high level of confidence in ground conditions. For lower
value works such as pile fields, ground conditions are less critical, as
the works are designed to degrade over time and have a relatively short
design life.
Flooding
Flooding will expose works to high velocity, stream power and shear
stress which can impact the structural integrity of a structure.
Durability
Works exposed to inundation and factors such as termites can have a
shorter design life than might normally be expected. This needs to be
recognised in the design and budgeting process. Highly durable, but
more expensive materials may be required in some instances.
Aesthetic
There is a risk during and immediately post construction that works will
look less natural than people would expect a bank of the Murray River
to look. As such the community must be broadly agreeable with the
general aesthetic of the proposed works.
Environmental
During, and immediately following construction, there are a number
of environmental risks which need to be considered. These particularly
relate to water quality risks posed by mobilising sediments, or having
machinery working in close proximity to a waterway.
The process for Berrigan Shire prior to construction
Prior to the construction of any works the appropriate design and
approvals process must be undertaken. Once at least the concept phase
of the detailed design process is complete, it is anticipated the following
studies and relevant stakeholders will need to be consulted:

• Review of Environmental Factors – Department. Primary
Industry, Office of Water
• Due diligence Cultural Heritage Assessment
• Development Application - Department. Primary Industry, Office
of Water
It is understood the construction of specific features of the Masterplan
will be staged over time based on budgetary and grant constraints. As
such, it may be feasible for Council to gain all approvals for the project
up front in the initial design phases. Detailed design and construction of
components could then follow, based on the outcomes of this process.
Bank Stabilisation
Engineering Requirements
In the vicinity of the proposed boat ramp active bank erosion is present.
While not posing an immediate risk to the boat ramp, if left unchecked
the erosion could migrate downstream and impact upon the boat
ramp. As such it should be monitored to ensure it does not develop
significantly.
If works were to be undertaken at this site, it is anticipated it would be
a case of a simple rock rip rap design and construction. This could be
undertaken without survey, and designed using a package such as the
CRC Rip Rap program.
Bank Stabilisation and Terraced Amphitheatre

Willow Removal
Engineering Requirements
Willow removal is recommended to improve the visual amenity of the
river. It is however recognised that the Willow trees may have previously
been planted to assist in stabilising the lower bank. Where possible the
trees can be stumped and poisoned to avoid immediate destabilisation
when roots are removed. If this is not possible, the merits of removing
each willow should be assessed and remedial measures undertaken
including rock stabilisation and backfill. Revegetation should be
considered for specific locations.
Viewing Platforms & Pile Fields
Engineering Requirements
It is proposed that pile fields be constructed to reduce the anticipated
velocity on the outside bend, allowing the bank to capture sediment and
revegetate. Once the vegetation is suitably established most piles should
be of an age where they can be allowed to rot away. In this instance
however, it is proposed that three viewing platforms be incorporated
across three pile fields to provide views across the river.
It is expected four to six piles on each of the three platforms would
be needed. The piles will need to be highly durable and of a diameter
that can hold the platform in place. The remainder of the piles
(approximately 180-200) can be less durable, with a life expectancy of
say 15-20 years.

Engineering Requirements

Future work

The amphitheatre will combine paving, concrete ribs and grass as an
outlook over the river on the lower bank of the river. It is expected
the design of the structure will include foundation material which can
withstand erosion from major flow events. As the structure is located on
a relatively high energy outside bend, prone to flooding and is to be built
using insitu bank material, the following design components will need
to be considered:
• Hydraulic analysis – to ensure the design can withstand expected
shear stress, stream power and expected velocities under a
range of flood flows and to determine expected periods of
inundation
• Geotechnical analysis – drill a minimum 2 boreholes to
determine the consistency of bank material and its suitability for
construction
• Detailed design drawings, report and specification

To complete this design component the following activities are needed:
• Survey- to determine the topography of the bed of the river in the
vicinity where pile fields are to be driven in water.
• Hydraulic analysis – to ensure the design can withstand expected
shear stress, stream power and expected velocities under a
range of flood flows, and to determine expected periods of
inundation
• Geotechnical analysis – drill a minimum 2 boreholes to
determine the consistency of bank material and its suitability for
construction of the piles holding the platform in place (but not the
pile fields)
• Pile field detailed design
• Structural design viewing platform
• Revegetation design.
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Amphitheatre

Supporting strategies and reports
Tourism Strategy 2014 - 2018 (prepared by

Why does this project need a business case?

Berrigan Shire Council, adopted August 2014)

A business case should scope the project to ensure it is viable –
economically, socially and environmentally. The business case should
include the following:
• Define the market and match the facility cost against potential
income
• Define the scope of the facilities – what kind of electricity is to be
provided (if any)? Is potable water required (is it possible)? How
many people it should accommodate?
• Explore the opportunities for different types of events and the
capacity to rent the space
• Investigate opportunities to create a calendar of events using the
site to provide revenue
• Position the proposal to maximise the opportunities for
funding
• Define council’s role in the new model
• Calendar of events which could be developed for this market
specifically
• Investigate size options for private/ community / larger
events
• Achieve a balance over the year so that the facility is equitably
shared to achieve economic and social stability

This Strategy identifies events as an opportunity for the
Shire. With the strong relationship between Tocumwal
and the Murray River, the town is well placed to
develop this market.
“Events can promote visitation and there are many events
in Berrigan Shire that include an overnight stay even
though they may not be designed with tourism as the
main motivator. Council has sought to support new or
re-modelled events through the Event Funding Program
which will undergo a review at the conclusion of its third
year of operation in December 2014.”
(p. 8)

Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Assessment,
Proposed Upgrade of Tocumwal Boat Ramp
and Car Park, prepared for Berrigan Shire
by Oliver Brown Consultation Archaeology
October 2011
‘Some of the oldest dated archaeological evidence in
Australia within the Murray Darling Basin’. (p.2)

The study area is claimed as traditional country of both
Bangerang and Yorta Yorta peoples (p.6). Appropriate
Elders who speak for Country have however not been
identified and future projects offer new opportunities
for collaboration.

• Setting service limits to ensure space can be maintained. Larger
events, while economically attractive can have hidden costs in
maintenance requirements before and after the event
Interpretation Strategy
• Appropriate location to tell the local Aboriginal story of the big
Murray Cod living in the deep water on the bend
• High profile site to tell significant part of Tocumwal’s history eg
original river crossing point and the reason for settlement on this
bend
Recommendations:
• Undertake the development of a business case with suitably
qualified professionals to provide input and facilitate the
process
• Undertake detailed design and documentation
• Invest in facilities which support events and reduce the running
costs for event managers. This model should consider creating a
venue that can be charged for, have service limits set and create a
calendar of events to promote local and visitor use of the site

The Report only covers part of the Masterplan area and
only considers Aboriginal Cultural Heritage. Further
Cultural Heritage Assessment is likely to be required
prior to commencing works. The Report notes the need
for Stop Work Procedures during Works. (p.2)
Although the Report recommends that ‘there are no
Aboriginal cultural heritage constraints to the proposed
work and that no further assessment is required’ (p. 2),

future stages of the Masterplan provide an opportunity
to continue fostering dialogue with the Traditional
Owners. Their input would enrich the project outcomes
for the whole community.

Bradley’s Head, Sydney

Harrington Grove , Sydney

Image sourced from the web

Image sourced from the web

Bradley’s Head, Sydney

Echuca

Image sourced from the web

Image source : Ross Bodey

Ports of the Murray Implementation Strategy,
prepared for Loddon Mallee Regional Strategic
Plans, October 2013
“In order to change perception and achieve the vision,
the Strategy proposes the tourism products be conceived
with a strong sense of place and a more intense focus on
the untapped value of heritage and culture. This approach
will require looking with fresh eyes for opportunities to
tell authentic local stories.... The central platform of the
Strategy is the idea of authenticity and the delivery of
authentic tourist experiences.” (p.5)
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Appendix

The following documents have been provided in electronic format in
the Appendix accompanying this Report:
Splash Park Engagement
Location Options
Precedent images
SWOT of location options

Site Analysis and Options
Site Analysis Plan
Precedent images
Option A
Option B

Preferred Concept Plan
Presentation to Councillors

Specialist input
Waterway Engineering Advice
Swimming Pool Engineer Advice
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